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Abstract -A half breed framework is a blend of at least two 
basic materials. Steel and cement Hybridization the most 
widely recognized kind of half and half framework. Steel 
structures are exceptionally regular in the world becauseof its 
brief span of development and high quality. To improve 
obstruction and to conquer otherlimitations of individual steel 
structure it very well may be consolidated with different 
materials like half and half frameworks. This undertaking 
includes point by point investigation of half and half wood-
steel structuresand its application in the development industry. 
Association configuration might be increasingly troublesome 
as temperature also, stickiness varieties effectsly affect steel 
and wood. 

 

Key Words:Half breed framework, hybridization of steel and 

timber, half and half framework with steel and wood . 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Hybrid framework joins the helper and designing features of 

fragments made from different materials. In hybrid 

framework, various materials may work uninhibitedly or of 

course act together homogeneously, anyway are for each 

situation better than a single material. During the last decade a 

lot of assessment has been done on uses of mutt structures; in 

any case, theopen information and nuances for steel and wood 

mutt structures are dispersed and notquickly accessible to 

designers. Moreover, specific programming packs are 

investigated and their focal points and limitations to the extent 

foreseeing helper responses of hybrid systems are discussed. 

Possible inventive strategies for partner the two materials are 

discussed. Disregarding this, the light, unobtrusive, and earth 

very much arranged nature of wood makes it a 

tolerable material to pair with more grounded, progressively 

pliable steel. Various decisions exist for hybridization of steel 

and timber inside a vertical seismic resistance system. To 

effectively make a mutt system it is basic to appreciate the 

properties of both steel and wood. 

 

2. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 

2.1 Steel:Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon and, once in a 

while, different components such as chromium. In view of its 

high tensile strength and minimal effort, steel is best utilized 

in buildings, infrastructure, tools, ships, trains, cars, machines,

electrical apparatuses, and weapons. In steel, close to nothing 

proportions of carbon, various segments, and fuses inside the 

iron go about as hardening pros that thwart the advancement 

of dislocations. 

 

Fig.2.1Typical Stress Strain Curve Different Classes of 

Structural Steel 

The elastic modulus of all steel classes is same and equivalent 

to 200000MPa or 2×106 M Pa. As the heap on the steel is 

expanded, it would yield at one point after which plastic range 

will be reached. The yield point is where steel example arrive 

at 0.002 strain under the impact of explicit pressure (yield 

pressure).As far as poisons ratio is concerned, it is the 

proportion of transverse strain to pivotal strain and it is about 

0.30 and 0.50 in versatile and plastic range,separately. 
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Fig.2.2 Stress Strain Curve of Structural Steel  

 

Table.2.1 Properties of Structural Steel  

 

2.2 Timber : 

Lumber has gotten a material of decision nowadays for 

development due to its astonishingqualities and properties. 

Attributable to the interest, propels have been made in the way 

wood is utilized as it straightforward wood outline unit is 

being supplanted by incorporated development arrangements 

like cross overlaid wood (CLT), glulam and SIPS. Basic wood 

can be useful to any kind of development and has a great deal 

of long haul and momentary advantages like ecologically 

sheltered, successful cost, adaptable structure.  

 

Fig.2.3 Three chief tomahawks of wood as for grain course 

3.HALF BREED SYSTEM 

3.1 Favorable circumstances of Hybridization of Steel and 

Timber:  

The benefits of utilizing steel lumber composite individuals 

might be imitated as: -  

a. Considerable adaptability to structure when there is 

unexpected increment of burden by dispersing vitality.  

b. Simplicity of creation with talented strategy encourages 

quicker erection of structure.  

c. Empowers simple development plan for blocked 

destinations.  

d. Light weight of material facilitates the vehicle at remote 

found locales.  

3.2 Impediments of Hybridization with Timber 

Shrinkage and Swelling :Lumber is a characteristic material 

and may therapist or swell as it can ingest water. Wood ought 

to consistently be reasonably rewarded relying upon its 

utilization and introduction, and assuming left presented to 

water decay can prompt loss of value.  

Buildup:Buildup is a difficult which can happen in a structure 

yet managing it can be amazingly troublesome. Buildup 

happens when warm air from within contacts a cold divider 

which has not been protected well. In the event that this 

happens to a structure which has a lumber outline, it can spoil 

the skeleton of the structure.  

4. KINDS OF HYBRIDIZATION 

A half breed fabricating or basic framework utilizes at least 

two materials in mix, in a perfect world to work with the best 

of every material's characteristics. For the most part, two sorts 

of hybridization are utilized separately or in certain mixes: 

part level and framework level hybridization 

(a) Component Level Hybridization  

Youthful's Modulus 2x10^5 MPA 

Poisson's Ratio  

 

0.3 

Thickness  

 

7.85e-006 kg/mm3 

Warm Expansion  

 

1.2e-005 1/0C  

Tractable Yield Strength  

 

250 MPA 

Compressive Yield Strength   250 MPA  

 

Tractable Ultimate Strength  

 

460 MPA  
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Part level hybridization is when more than one material 

utilized in a solitary part. In wood frameworks, there are a few 

sorts of part level hybridization. Flitch shafts are one sort of 

steel-wood part hybridization. A flitch shaft comprises of at 

least one steel plates or other steel individuals are sandwiched 

between bits of wood. There are a few preferences to this sort 

of framework: the steel bar has fundamentally higher quality 

than the lumber individuals, yet is powerless to parallel 

torsional clasping; the wood gives horizontal limitation. 

 

(b)System Level Hybridization  

This kind of hybridization includes individuals that are wood 

and individuals that are steel. The associations between these 

individuals are regularly the most unpredictable issue. One of 

the least difficult types of framework hybridization is a 

straightforward vertical blended framework; the base stories 

are developed out of solid and hardened materials, similar to 

steel or cement, with the upper celebrated developed from 

lighter, more fragile material, for example, wood . 

5.CLASP 

The affixing of wood and steel individuals is normally 

cultivated with nails and additionally screws. This part gives a 

short depiction of the various clasp utilized for every material 

such as :  

Steel Fastening Methods  

Wood Fastening Methods  

Wood-to-Steel Fasteners  

Steel-to-Wood Fasteners 

5.1 Steel Fastening Methods  

Cold-shaped steel confining individuals can be attached by 

utilizing any of the accompanying securing techniques:  

• Screws  

• Welds  

• Pneumatically Driven Pins  

• Adhesives 

5.2  Wood Fastening Methods  

Measurement blunder encircling individuals can be associated 

together or to an assortment of materials by utilizing any of 

the accompanying affixing strategies:  

• Nails  

• Specialty Connection  

• Pneumatically Driven Nails Hardware  

 
Fig.5.1  Elements of a nail and nail type 

5.3 Wood-to-Steel Fasteners  

(a) Wood Structural Sheathing to Steel Connections 

Wood auxiliary sheathing, (for example, compressed wood or 

OSB) is regularly affixed to steel encircling with least No. 8 

self-penetrating tapping screws. Screws associating basic 

sheathing to steel individuals ought to have a base head 

measurement of 0.292 inch (7 mm) with countersunk heads. 

The screws ought to be introduced with a base edge separation 

of 3/8 inch (9 mm). 

 

Fig.5.2  Wood auxiliary sheathing to steel association 

(b) Wood Structural Members to Steel Connections  

Wood auxiliary individuals, (for example, top plates) are 

regularly secured to steel individuals by utilizing either screws 

or regular nails. Nails are ordinarily utilized where strain or 

pullout powers are nonexistent or irrelevant. Screws can be 

either self-penetrating or self-boring relying upon the 

thickness of the steel. 

 

Fig.5.3Wood auxiliary part to steel association 

5.4 Steel-to-Wood Fasteners  
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Steel auxiliary individuals, (for example, L-headers) are 

commonly attached to wood individuals by utilizing either 

screws or pneumatic nails. Nails are normally utilized when 

pullout or pressure powers are negligable or not present. At 

the point when screws are utilized, they should be coarse 

string screws.Figure 5.4 outlines a steel to wood association. 

 

Fig.5.4 Steel to wood association 

6.CASE STUDIES 

This area gives contextual investigations of "concrete-

steel","concrete wood" and "steel wood". Despite the fact that 

the significant focal point of this report is on half and half 

wood steel structure; in any case, it is moreover benificial to 

research exercise gained from steel-cement, or wood and solid 

half and half structures and investigate the methods used to 

develop these crossover frameworks. A brief outline of the 

contextual analyses are given underneath. 

6.1 Hybrid Steel-Concrete Structure Case Studies  

Following areas examines the points of interest and 

difficulties of two sorts of hybridization of steel and cement, 

to be specific, half breed casings and post-tensioned solid 

dividers. 

 6.1.1 Overview of U.S.– Japan research on the seismic 

structure of composite fortified cement and steel second 

edge structures Following area is the rundown of the paper 

"Rules: seismic plan of composite fortified cement and steel 

structures" by Nishiyama, Kuramoto, and Noguchi. As 

examined already crossover outlines are one method of 

utilizing building framework hybridization.RCS edge can be 

planned with seismic disfigurement limit and durability 

practically identical to conventional steel or strengthened 

solid development 

 

Fig.6.1   Hybrid solid steel outline association  

In a through pillar type the shaft runs ceaseless through the 

joint. Along these lines the bar is not hindered at the purpose 

of most extreme second at the section face and hence, keeps 

away from the crack basic joints that are of worry in 

traditional steel development. In a through section type the 

shaft ribs are hindered at the joint.  

6.2 Hybrid Concrete – Timber Structure Case study  

Vertical blended arrangement of lumber and a non-flammable 

material is one method of fulfilling code prerequisite for fire 

wellbeing in numerous nations including Canada. Shake table 

tests on 3 story half breed solid wood examples.The examples 

comprised of a symmetric two story wood-outline 

development on head of a one story solid edge.  

Table 6.1  specimen configuration and ratio of stiffness 

between concrete frame and 2
nd

 storey 

 

 

Fig.6.2 schematic and photo of wood concrete specimen 

 

Fig.6.3  Comparison of the Vibration Mode Shape  

For the wood-solid examples, the upper wood outline 

development has great seismicexecution. The structures 

doesn't fall with the most extreme bury story float of 1/49 

under the pinnacle ground quickening of 0.5g. The principle 

harms is at the sides of divider boards, particularly close to the 
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openings, because of nail shear disappointment, nail 

withdrawal and board chip out. 

6.3 Hybrid Wood Steel Structures Case Studies  

This area gives an itemized depiction of two investigations of 

half and half steel-wood structures each relating to structural 

level hybridization and segment level hybridization.  

6.3.1 Feasibility and itemizing of post-tensioned wood 

structures for seismic territories  

Following area sums up the ongoing exploration directed in 

the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand 

and portrayed in the paper "Possibility and Detailing of Post 

tensioned Timber Buildings for Seismic Areas" by T. Smith, S. 

Pampanin, A. Buchanan and Fragiacomo. Scientists from the 

University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand, as of 

late led a broad exploration to grow new half and half 

auxiliary frameworks and associations for multi-story overlaid 

vaneer wood structures in tremor inclined regions.  Figure 6.4 

shows a theoretical half and half answer for LVL pillar 

segment associations dependent on the blend of post-

tensioning and inward dissipaters (e.g.epoxied gentle steel 

bars). 

 

Fig.6.4  Basic idea of crossover jointed bendable 

associations for LVL outlineframeworks 

As appeared in Figure, in a post-tensioned jointed malleable 

association a "controlled shaking" movement happens with 

the opening and shutting of a current hole at the basic 

interface. The extra non-prestressed fortification can give 

further confinements to the hole pivot request, by expanding 

the quality of the association as well as lessening the seismic 

interest (vitality disseminationcommitment). 

 

Fig.6.5  Controlled shaking system at the basic association 

in a half and half bar segment association 

A broad examination is completed on bar to-section, segment 

to-establishment and divider to establishment subassemblies 

for the execution of covered facade amble (LVL) cross breed 

solutions. Figure 6.6 shows the test get together. The tried 

associations show superb outcomes some of which are 

introduced in Figures 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 

6.9underneath.  

 

Fig.6.6  Test gathering of the associations 

A consistent "flag formed" hysteretic circle is found in all the 

cases with unimportant remainingrelocation, affirming oneself 

focusing qualities of the crossover frameworks.No corruption 

of firmness and no basic harm are watched what's more, a 

greatest float level of 4.5% is accomplished during all tests 

separated from that of thedivider which was halted because of 

the ligament moving toward yield.  

(a)                

(b) 

Fig.6.7  Hysteric circles from test on pillar to-segment 

association a) with outside dissipaters. b) with inside 

dissipaters  

 

Fig.6.8  Hysteric circles from testing on divider to-

establishment association  
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Fig.6.9  Hysteric circles from testing on segment to-

establishment association 

Further to this testing, coupled and equal divider frameworks 

have been explored. For numerous divider frameworks, 

dissipative gadgets can be founded on the relative movement 

between two adjoining dividers, not the hole shaped between 

the divider and theestablishment. Various strategies for 

dissemination have been examined. The best of these was the 

utilization of U Shaped Flexural Plates (UFP), as found in 

Figure 6.10 

 

Fig.6.10  Result from coupled dividers with UFP scattering 

36A contextual analysis of a six story 

 An underlying cost examination for the structure has 

contrasted the wood working with steel and solid structures 

that have been intended to the equivalent seismic and design 

norms. The absolute expense of these structures is appeared 

beneath in Table 6.2, with costbreakdown in Figure 6.11. 

 

Fig.6.11  Cost breakdown of the contextual investigation 

3738  

Table 6.2  Total expense of contextual investigation 

building choices  

As appeared over the steel and solid structure choices cost 

roughly $500,000 (5%) not as much as that of the wood 

alternative. In spite of the fact that the auxiliary lumber 

framework costs impressively more than that of the steel or 

solid frameworks it speaks to a little part of the structures  

6.3.2 Hybrid wood/steel retail structure-Sainsbury's 

artmouth – England  

Following segment portrays auxiliary enumerating, for 

example, associations and bracings utilized in Sainsbury 

Dartmouth stockroom. Additionally, it depicts the difficulties 

confronted with building the half and half retail location, and 

strategies used to beat these difficulties.The rear of the store is 

fundamentally the same as yet utilizes steel sections rather 

than wood. The rooftop is propped with rounded steel 

individuals. Cladding to the structurecontains protected 

composite divider boards with either wood shiplap sheets or 

lime render. Figure 6.12 the following is the 3D perspective 

on the stockroom indicating confining segments.  

 

Fig.6.12   3D perspective on the encircling  

Mixing steel with the wood structures gives further favorable 

circumstances. Cladding to the building contains protected 

composite divider boards with either wood shiplap sheets or 

lime render.  Key highlights of this structure are depicted in 

the accompanying and are outlined in Figure 6.13 
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Fig.6.13  Typical base detail for wood (left) and steel (right) 

section  

A conventional base plate is expanded upwards by a 200 SHS 

steel area so that the flat topping plate on which the base of 

the wood section bears is in any event 75mm above completed 

floor level.   Figure 6.14 is a image of the association between 

wood section to glulam rooftop part (left) and steel section to 

glulam rooftop part (right).  

 

Fig.6.14  Head of the wood segment (left) and steel section 

(right) to glulam rooftop part 

An significant issue in the plan was the convenience of 

conceivable measurement varieties of the glulam individuals 

because of dampness changes in the lumber, especially at the 

associations among steel and lumber. SThis detail, which was 

utilized related to both the wood and steel segments, 

guaranteed that the heap was moved in bearing on to the top 

of the segments. Some development in length of the steel 

sections on warming is intended for and this is provided food 

for by the openings referenced above and general resistances 

in the framework.  

6.4 Hybrid Concrete – Steel-Timber Building Case Study 

The accompanying contextual investigation is a synopsis of 

the paper "The structure and establishment of a five-story new 

lumber working in Japan" by Koshihara Mikio. The 

contextual investigation includes a half breed vertical blended 

arrangement of cement and lumber steel composite 

individuals. The benefits of such half breed framework just as 

the heap conveying system and joint subtleties are talked 

about.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Contextual analyses and models introduced in this report all 

demonstrate the advantages of crossover lumber steel 

developments. A few points of interest of half and half wood 

steel development incorporates: upgraded seismic execution, 

better imperviousness to fire, cost reserve funds and increment 

in manageability.  A serious issue at the interface is extension 

of steel because of temperature differential, and shrinkage of 

wood because of progress in moistness. Sometimes, 

fashioners have conquered this issue by giving opened gaps in 

the steel which can take into account some development and 

evade parallel parting of wood. In addition, another route is to 

post-strain the lumber part. Posttensioning, guarantees that the 

lumber part consistently stays under pressure in the wake of 

being exposed to a blend of malleable and pressure powers 

emerging from the applied outer powers and the inside powers 

emerging from temperature and dampness content change. 
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